
6. The Noun : Case 

 

A. 1. (a), 2. (b), 3. (c)  

B. 1.  The leg of this table is broken.  

2. The roof of my house is leaking.  

3. That shop is next to a boys’ hostel.  

4. We should not challenge nature’s laws.  

5. We have got a week’s holiday.  

6. This house is mine.  

7. Is this your pen ?  

8. Seven days’ journey is a week’s journey.  

9. Every student is supposed to carry out his/her teacher’s 

orders. 

 

C. 1.  father-in-law’s, 2. Mahesh’s 3. barber’s 4. the leg of the table,  

5. St. Joseph’s, 6. today’s, 7. the cover of the book, 8. day’s 
 

7. The Adjective 
 

A. 1. (a), 2.(c) 
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B. 1. long (Adj. of Quality), 2. this (Demonstrative Adj.), 3. your 

(Possessive Adj), 4. eight (Adj. of Number), 5. some (Adj. of 

Quantity), 6. neither (Distributive Adj.), 7. little (Adj. of 

Quantity),  

8. these (Demonstrative Adj.), sweet (Adj, of Quality), 9. 
beautiful (Adj. of Quality), 10. his (Possessive Adj)  

C. 1. hottest, 2. laziest, 3. more useful, 4. better, 5. prettiest  

D. 1.  Most Indians are industrious.  

2. Sunil is a person whose business practices are dubious.  

3. Smruti is meticulous in her work.  

4. This door is metallic.  

5. The accident was serious, but not fatal.  

6. The regulations were made to ensure the humane treatment of 

all refugees.  

7. Sachin is an accomplished artist.  

8. Nihar is an amiable boy.  

9. Industrial pollution is a global problem.  

10. Minakshi’s speech was extempore.  

E.          dark/high clouds 

 

                     small/rural house 

 

   small/organic farmer 

 

                      bright/clear sky 

 

  green/leafy vegetables 

 

                   damp/fertile soil 

 

towered/vertical windmill 

 

                   long/white overalls 

 

broad-brimmed/top hat 

 

                 flat-heeled/outdoor shoes 

 

                 gardening/protective gloves 
 

F. 1. (c), 2. (h), 3 (a), 4. (f), 5. (b), 6. (d), 7. (g), 8. (e) 

 

Let’s Recall-I 
 

A. 1.  He is playing tennis.  



2. She is teaching the students.  

3. The pen is new.  

B. 1. leaf–leaves, 2. mango–mangoes, 3. watch–watches, 4. giraffe– 

giraffes, 5. tooth–teeth, 6. mouse–mice  

C. Adjectives for describing the dog :  

faithful, domestic, friendly, good, well-trained, well-behaved, 

stray, rabid 
 

Use of adjectives in sentences : 
 

1. The dog is a faithful animal.  

2. This is a friendly dog.  

3. I have a well-trained dog.  

4. Be careful of the stray dogs in the city. 
 

Activity-I 
 

Do yourself . 



 

8. Determiners 
 

A. 1. (b), 2. (c).  

B. (a) three, (b) one, (c) a, (d) their, (e), an, (f), the, (g) some, (h) the,  

(i) the, (j) two, (k) first, (l) his, (m) first, (n) the, (o) their. 
 

C. 1. whose, 2. some, 3. Those, 4. these, 5. no, 6. this, 7. an, a, 8. 

your, 9. his, 10. which  

D. 1. the, 2. this, 3. which, 4. every, 5. few 
 

9. The Pronoun 
 

A. 1. (c), 2. (a)  

B. 1. you, 2. she, 3. it, 4. they, 5. their  

C. 1. him, 2. her, 3. she, 4. it, 5. they  

D. 1. their, 2. his/her, 3. they, 4. their, 5. our, 6. these, 7. her,  

8. her  

E. 1. who, 2. who, 3. whose, 4. that, 5. who  

F. 1. who, 2. whom, 3. what, 4. what, 5. whom, 6. what, 7. whom,  

8. what, 9. which, 10. which  

G. 1. reflexive, 2. emphatic, 3. emphatic, 4. reflexive 5. emphatic,  

6. reflexive, 7. reflexive, 8. emphatic, 9. emphatic, 10. reflexive  

H. 1.  Here is the mobile that you lost yesterday.  

2. He is a rogue whom no one trusts.  

3. This is the man whom all praise.  

4. This is the road which leads to the station.  

5. We got into a bus which was full of passengers.  

6. My father whom I loved is dead.  

7. I saw a juggler who was showing his tricks.  

8. The boy who tells lies deserves to be punished.  

9. This is the man whom I trusted.  

10. These are the boys whose parents are here.  



I.   Raj :   Mom I can cut the onions for you. Can you give me a 

  knife?       

Mom :   Oh no! You will get teary eyes. It is a very sharp knife 
                     

  and you might get hurt. 
                    

Raj :   You need not worry, mom. I will be careful. 
                    

Mom :   Thank you my son. You are really helpful. 
                  

Raj :   You need not mention it to me. It is a duty of mine to 
                 

  help you. Morever I enjoy myself doing work like you. 
                           

 

10. The Verb 
 

A. 1. (b), 2. (c), 3. (b)  

B. 1. take, 2. go, 3. like, 4. struggled, 5. goes, 6. barked, 7. lend,  

8. do, shout, 9. dictates, 10. relished 
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C.  1. stopped (transitive) ; bus (object) 

2. speak (intransitive)   

3. spare (transitive) ; time (object) 

4. rose (intransitive)   

5. bring (transitive) ; present (object) 

6. shines (intransitive)   

7. blew (transitive) ; whistle (object) 

8. burns (intransitive)   

9. changes (transitive) ; things (object) 

10. spoke (transitive) ; truth (object) 
 

D. 1. drank, 2. brushes, 3. spoke, 4. felt, 5. fell, 6. moves, 7. rises,  

8. reached, 9. shall do, 10. eats  

E. 1. hung, 2. lie, 3. laid, 4. admitted, 5. confessed, 6. raised, 7. 

rose, 8. asked, 9. flowed, 10. flown 

F. 1. happy, 2. delicious, 3. tired, 4. sweet, 5. dark  

G. Down :  1. forgot, 3. threw, 4. sent, 5. drank, 8. overtook,  

9. read, 11. slept, 12. shone, 14. felt, 15. sat  

Across : 2. met, 4. sang, 6. broke, 7. wrote, 9. ran, 10. fell, 
 

11. swam, 13. shot, 14. flew, 16. taught 

 


